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Boosting investment in education: Let's make it happen
Brussels, 5 October 2015
Tibor Navracsics, Commissioner for Education, Culture, Youth and Sport
Joint event by the European Commission and the European Investment Bank "Education and
the Investment Plan for Europe"
Dear Vice-Presidents Katainen and Baranyai,
Ladies and gentlemen,
When Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker presented the Investment Plan for Europe in
Strasbourg almost a year ago, in front of the European Parliament, he found very powerful words to
stress why we need fresh investment.
And the very first example he gave was this: "I have a vision of school children in Thessaloniki walking
into a brand new classroom, decked out with computers." I bet that many in the hemicycle and beyond
struggled to understand how could this happen. To understand how a new European fund whose raison
d'être is to trigger private investment can play in role in education.
Many are still wondering. That is why I decided to organise today's conference together with the
European Investment Bank. I want to make President Juncker's vision happen. I want to make sure
that education benefits from the Investment Plan as much as possible. And I know that together, we
can reverse the alarming trend of underinvestment and get fresh money flowing into education right
across Europe.
The situation is very worrying. Vice-Presidents Katainen and Baranyai have already highlighted how
badly Europe is lagging behind, how hard the economic crisis hit the world of education over the past
few years. This is especially grave when we look at the broader context: Today, 123 million European
are at risk of social exclusion. Youth unemployment is still unacceptably high in several Member States
with seven millions youngsters neither working nor studying. And inequalities continue to grow with the
top 20% earning more than five times the income of the bottom 20%. Our Union is now less inclusive
and equal than before the economic crisis.
Beyond this, we also have to question the efficiency of our education systems. Europe's workforce is illprepared for this more challenging post-crisis world. Even the fundamentals are not secured. How
many people know that today, in 2015, one in in five European adults struggle with reading and writing
and lack basic numeracy skills? How many know that one in four are unable to use a computer, write a
letter or send an email?
Tackling these challenges is crucial. Because education is the best safety net against social exclusion.
Today's early school leavers are tomorrow's unemployed and impoverished. A solid education that
equips young people with the skills and competences they need for the labour market is the most
efficient way to fight employment. And fighting unemployment is in turn the best means of fostering
inclusion.
If we are serious about maintaining open, inclusive societies, we need to put people at the heart of our
work and show that we are investing in their future. And most importantly, we need to regard putting
money into developing people as an investment, not as an expenditure. In times of fiscal consolidation,
we all know how difficult it is to keep investment at an adequate level. We are certainly not here to
point our fingers at anyone. Quite the contrary. We are here to support Member States and to offer
concrete solutions.
And we want to help them make the most of the opportunities that the European Fund for Strategic
Investments and the European Investment Bank have to offer. Both have a crucial role in boosting
investment in education.
Why? For three reasons:
First, because the private sector can play its part in investing in education. The European Fund for
Strategic Investments is based on a brand new concept, a new way of working that goes beyond
grants and loans. This Fund can offer guarantees to help beneficiaries obtain loans from private banks

at more favourable conditions. It can also invest in equity. And it can support private-public
partnerships that can bring huge benefits to education in many ways: by building and modernising
school buildings, by rolling out broadband, by promoting research and projects that bring together
universities and companies.
Second, and this is vital, the European Investment Bank already is and will remain a central player in
education. How many of you knew that last year, it invested EUR 4.8 billion in education, that its
projects range from supporting universities in Italy to kindergartens in Belgium and primary schools in
France? The European Investment Bank's on-going activities offer many possibilities as well as
technical advice.
Finally, the EU Structural Funds are also part of the equation. They can complement schemes run
under the Investment Plan or by the European Investment Bank. This is particularly interesting for
projects aimed at boosting investment in people, such as the training of teachers.
Ladies and gentlemen,
Thanks to the dedication and hard work of Vice-President Katainen, the European Fund for Strategic
Investment is now up and running. This is the moment at which you come in. We need smart projects,
and we need them as soon as possible. Your creativity and your ideas will be crucial in creating much
needed fresh investment in education.
What we want to do today is to explain both the new and the existing instruments, explore possibilities
and crosslinks, and examine how projects can be pooled across regions or countries so that they have
a real impact. I would like to welcome all those who are presenting their own projects here today. Your
examples show just what is possible, and I want to thank you.
Your discussions today are the beginning of a long journey. We, the Commission and the European
Investment Bank, will be here to support you and give advice over the coming years. We will do this
here in Brussels, but also in each Member State, to ensure that, together, we invest smartly in our
more precious asset: our people. In Thessaloniki and all across Europe.
I wish you a successful day.
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EU economic context
•

Despite challenging global economic environment, the recovery in the
EU continued at a moderate pace (GDP forecast 2015=1,8%).

•

Most former vulnerable economies are growing faster than expected.

•

Economic growth in the EU is benefiting from the strength of economic
tailwinds (low oil prices, a still low external value of the Euro, ECB's
QE, broadly neutral fiscal stance).

•

Labour markets are gradually improving but unemployment remains
high.

•

HICP inflation expected to recover next year.

Importance of "SELF-SUSTAINED RECOVERY"
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The €315bn Investment Plan has the potential to bring investments
back in line with historical norms
Real gross fixed capital formation – Baseline trend vs. historical norm vs. investment plan
EU-28, in 2013 prices, € bn

Historical trend / Baseline forecasts
Investment plan

3,039

GFCF historical norm, assuming an
investment/GDP ratio of 21-22%

3,021
2,940
2,869
2,864
2,714

2,640

2,527

2,748

2,717
2,657

2,659

2,678

2,647
2,606

2,543
2,528

2,567

2,416

forecasts
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Source: DG ECFIN, AMECO database
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EU Investment Plan: rationale

EU investment & competitiveness gap
EU Investment Plan
High liquidity in the market

EU/MS policy action + EU budget +
EIB capacity to mobilise private

Public budget constraints

sector funds towards strategic

investments.
Financial and non-financial barriers to
investment
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EU Investment Plan: 3 pillars
2. MAKING FINANCE REACH THE REAL
ECONOMY

1. MOBILISING FINANCE FOR INVESTMENT


Boost investment in strategic projects and



European Investment Project Portal

access to finance via the European Fund for



European Investment Advisory Hub:

Strategic Investments (EFSI) within EIB/EIF


technical assistance

Cooperation with National Promotional Banks
and the EIB

3. IMPROVED INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT


Predictability and quality of regulation



Removing non-financial, regulatory barriers
in key sectors within EU Single Market



Structural reforms at national level
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3. Improved investment environment
Better and more predictable regulation at all levels
Making most of the Single Market
• Energy Union
• Digital Single Market
• Capital Markets Union: action plan
• Services Market
Structural reforms in the Member States
Openness to international trade and investment
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2. Making finance reach the real economy
Transparency on the investments in Europe
•

•

European Investment Project Portal (EIPP) – any
public/private entity
Matching investment opportunities proposed by project
sponsors with investors' interest

Strengthening advisory services
•
•
•

European Investment Advisory Hub (EIAH) – EC/EIB
Technical assistance
Pooling resources & expertise including from MS
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What is the Advisory Hub (EIAH) ?
A joint initiative by the European Commission and the
European Investment Bank

A tool to strengthen Europe's investment and
business environment

A single access point to a 360 degree offer of
advisory and technical assistance services

A cooperation platform to leverage, exchange
and disseminate expertise

An instrument to assess and address new needs
for advisory support
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What is the Advisory Hub?
DEMAND

Delivery channels

Access point

Project
promoters

Public
authorities

Member States

Private sector

Web content + Web portal + Support team

European Investment
Advisory Hub (EIAH)
Existing advisory
programmes and
activities




Project support throughout
the project cycle
Support to Financial
instruments
Enhance access to finance

Additional
advisory and
technical
assistance




New investment support
also in areas relevant to
the scope of EFSI (could be
delivered by EIB advisory
or operational teams)
Identification of needs as
they arise

EIAH’s partner
institutions’
expertise





Network of institutions incl.
EIB Group, EC, National
Promotional Banks, etc.
European Commission
Integrated collaboration
model
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SUPPLY

1. European Fund for Strategic Investments
EFSI risk-bearing
capacity
€ 21bn

EU budget
guarantee

€ 16bn

EFSI

3x

EIB / EIF financing
 € 61 bn

5x

Investment value
 € 315 bn

€ 5bn

Infrastructure &
Innovation window

SME window

Investments
 € 240 bn

SMEs and mid-caps
 € 75 bn
Total over 3 years:
 € 315 bn
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EFSI: eligible sectors
1. Research, development and innovation
2. Energy (ref. Energy Union priorities)
3. Transport infrastructure
4. Information and Communication Technologies
5. Environment and resource efficiency
6. Human capital, culture and health
•

Education and training, Cultural/creative industries, Health,
Social infrastructure, Tourism

7. Support to SMEs and mid-cap companies
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Key features of EFSI /1
•

Focus on investments in real economy
•

Results on growth and jobs

•

• Market-driven, no political interference
• No geographic or sector pre-allocation
Consistency with EU policies

•

Leverage / crowd-in private sector and third parties

•

Economic and technical viability

•

Additionality vs existing instruments
•

Market failures and sub-optimal investment

•

Higher risk-taking than EIB normal activity in EFSI
timeframe
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Key features of EFSI /2
•

•

Size of investments
•

EIB uses min €25m for individual loans

•

Smaller schemes can be grouped into framework loans

•

No size restriction for operations via Fin. Intermediaries
(eg for SMEs)

Geographic scope

•

EU28

•

Projects involving an entity in a MS and extending to
Enlargement, EU Neighbourhood, EEA, EFTA, OCTs
countries.
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EFSI Scoreboard
•

Ensure EU Guarantee is directed to projects with high V/A

•

Part of EIB due diligence -> Investment Committee

•

Scoring of each project

•

4 pillars
1. Contribution to EFSI policy objectives
2. Quality and soundness of the project
3. Technical and financial contribution
4. Complementary indicators
•

Additionality, Macro-economic indicators, Multiplier,
Private finance, coop. with NPBs, cofinancing with EU,
Energy efficiency, Climate action
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Opportunities for promoters/investors
Projects
• Cofinancing / Risk-sharing with EIB/EIF
Investment Platforms
• Pooling of projects with thematic or geographic focus
• Agreement or Fund
• Can benefit from EU Guarantee via EIB
• Cooperation with EU National Promotional Banks
High interest by institutional investors and SWFs
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EIB / EIF warehousing since Apr 2015
EIB projects

Countries

22 projects *

Spain, Ireland,
Italy, Denmark,
France, Finland,
Austria, UK,
Germany,
Netherlands,
Belgium, Croatia

TOTAL

Project cost

EIB financing (EFSI)

≈ € 13,600m

≈ € 2,800m

* pending EC approval on use of EU guarantee for 13 projects
EIF operations

EIF risk capital (28)
EIF guarantees for SMEs portfolios
(18)

TOTAL (46)

Countries

Belgium,
Bulgaria, Czech
Republic,
France,
Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg,
Netherlands,
Poland,
Portugal, UK.

Investment
triggered
(est.)

EIF financing commitment (EFSI)

€ 9,630m

€ 895m

€ 5,446m

€ 248m

€ 15,076m

€ 1,143m
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EFSI project cycle
Project promoters present proposal to EIB/EIF directly
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Status and next steps
Status
• EFSI regulation approved by EU Institutions.
• EIB-EC Agreements signed.
• Projects already approved by EIB/EIF.
• Steering Board appointed.
• EIAH operational.
Next steps
• Projects can be submitted to EIB/EIF for EFSI financing.
• EFSI MD/DMD and Inv Committee appointments.
• European Investment Project Portal operational by early
2016.
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Thank you for your attention – more information available at:
ec.europa.eu/priorities/jobs-growth-investment/plan/index_en.htm
www.eib.org/about/invest-eu/index.htm

www.eib.org/eiah

#investEU
#EFSI

Back-up slides
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The economic situation is improving and
the recovery is taking hold
European growth map 2012

European growth map 2016
(forecast)
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EFSI Governance
•

EFSI Steering Board (EC/EIB)
• Strategic orientation
• Policy setting

•

EFSI Investment Committee (8 independent experts)
• Decisions on use of EU guarantee for each operation
based on Investment guidelines

•

EFSI Managing Director & deputy
• Daily management
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EFSI in combination with other EU funds
•

ESIF (EU Structural and Investment Funds) programmes may
contribute to the achievement of the objectives of the Investment
Plan and be complementary to EFSI support.

•

ESIF may join EFSI supported projects where this would ensure a
higher value added of EFSI support.

•

Further guidance will be provided by the Commission in the coming
months.
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European Investment Project Portal
Prototype
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Financing announced by MS

1.

Member State

NPB1

Financing (up to)

Germany

KfW

€ 8,000m

Spain

ICO

€ 1,500m

France

CDC

€ 8,000m

Italy

CDP

€ 8,000m

Luxembourg

SNCI

€ 80m

Poland

BGK/PIR

€ 8,000m

Slovakia

SIH/SZRB

€ 400m

Bulgaria

BDB

€ 100m

United Kingdom

€ 8,500m

TOTAL

€ 42,580m

National Promotional Banks
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Infrastructure and Innovation window
TYPICAL PRODUCTS
OFFERED

SOURCES
OF FUNDING

The Fund
serves as
credit
protection for
new EIB
activities

European Fund
for Strategic
Investments

Long-term senior
debt for higher
risk projects

PROJECTS IN ELIGIBLE
SECTORS

Other
investors
join in on
a project
basis

Research, Development,
Innovation
Energy infra, Renewable
Energy, Energy efficiency

Transport

Subordinated loans

ICT

Environment and Resource
efficiency

Equity and
quasi-equity

Social sectors, Education

SMEs
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EIB approvals Apr-Sep 2015
Project

Country

Project cost

EIB/EIF financing (EFSI)

Bioscience R&D

Spain

€ 240m

€ 100m

Primary care PPP

Ireland

€ 142m

€ 70m

Industry modernisation

Italy

€ 227m

€ 100m

Renewable energy equity type

Denmark

 € 2,010m

 € 75m

Energy efficiency in buildings

France

€ 800m

€ 400m

Gas transmission

Spain

€ 326m

€ 160m

Pulp production upgrade

Finland

€ 1,225m

€ 75m

Biotech/Chemical RDI

Spain

€ 313m

€ 50m

Healthcare

Austria

Not disclosed

Not disclosed

Energy efficiency *

UK

 € 1,378m

 € 480m

Renewable energy equity fund *

France

€ 1,000m

€ 50m

Renewable energy projects *

Germany/France

€ 300m

€ 150m

Port upgrade *

Netherlands

Not disclosed

Not disclosed

Offshore wind *

Belgium

€ 653m

€ 200m

Low-carbon projects *

France

Not disclosed

€ 20m

Healthcare PPP *

UK

≈ € 485m

≈ € 166m

Financing for SMEs *

Netherlands

Not disclosed

€ 24m

Financing for Midcaps *

Croatia

Not disclosed

€ 50m

Renewable energy equity type*

Ireland

≈ € 1,000m

Not disclosed

Offshore wind *

UK

Not disclosed

≈ € 311m

Transport upgrade *

Italy

€ 500m

Not disclosed

≈ € 13,600m

≈ € 2,800m

TOTAL

* Pending EC approval of the use of EU Guarantee
Some figures cannot be not disclosed due to commercial interests and/or ongoing bidding processes – in line with EIB 26
Transparency policy.

Example of EFSI project/1
Innovative renewable energy infrastructure fund
in Denmark
•

•

•

EIB, backed by EFSI, provides equity-type financing of up to EUR
75m to Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners for an innovative
infrastructure fund investing in large energy-related projects such as
offshore wind, biomass and transmission schemes.
EIB's equity participation would contribute to the fund’s overall
market credibility with institutional investors and help broaden its
investor base to an international one.
The anticipated high share of offshore wind, biomass and
transmission investments is expected to generate considerable
employment in the construction phase (2500 - 4000 jobs). It is also
estimated that some 1000 jobs may be created during the project’s
operation, a significant number of which will be highly-skilled jobs.
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Example of EFSI project/2
Energy efficiency in residential buildings in
France

• The EIB, backed by EFSI, provides a €400m loan to a pioneering
financing programme aimed at addressing the need to trigger energy
efficiency investments in private homes in France on a large scale.
• The project supports an innovative approach by French regions to set
up specialised companies to provide a ‘packaged’ solution covering
technical and financial assistance to homeowners for retrofitting.
• The project is expected to support retrofitting of some 40 000 flats
and houses.
• Energy efficiency investments will benefit the economy by cutting
energy bills, saving emissions and creating new construction jobs (c.
6 000). Total energy savings are estimated to be of the order of 288
000MWh per year. This is roughly equivalent to the annual energy
consumption of 9 600 French households.
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SMEs and mid-cap window
SOURCES
OF FUNDING

TYPICAL PRODUCTS
OFFERED
The Fund
serves as
credit
protection for
new EIF
activities

Venture Capital

FINAL RECIPIENTS AND
EXAMPLES
Other
investors
join in on
a project
basis

e.g. equity
in a
start-up
SME
e.g. microloans to
a SME

Guarantees
European Fund
for Strategic
Investments

e.g. loans
for R&D
project

Securitisation
Mid-cap
company
Growth finance

e.g. venture
capital for
a prototype
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EIF signatures Apr-Sep 2015
Project

#
transactions

Investment
triggered
(est.)

EFSI financing commitment

EIF risk capital

28

€ 9,630m

€ 895m

EIF guarantees for SMEs portfolios

18

€ 5,446m

€ 248m

TOTAL

46

€ 15,076m

€ 1,143m

in 11 countries of EU-28: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, UK.
Some 50 000 SMEs and Midcaps are expected to benefit from enhanced access to finance.
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Example of EFSI-backed EIF operation / 1
EIF and bpifrance sign first agreement for
innovative French companies
The deal benefits from the support of the European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI) through which the Investment Plan for Europe is
being deployed by the European Commission and the EIB Group.
Under the agreement, bpifrance will provide finance to innovative
companies in France for a total of EUR 420 million over the next two
years, allowing EIF to provide a new financing boost for highly
innovative businesses under the Horizon 2020 initiative InnovFin, the
EU's Finance for Innovators. Bpifrance has recently launched a product
called "Prêt d'Amorçage investissement" ("PAi") to address the needs of
start-up companies. It will combine this product with the EU guarantee
at a 40% guarantee rate.
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Example of EFSI-backed EIF operation / 2
EIF and BGK sign first COSME agreement in
Europe to benefit Polish businesses
The deal benefits from the support of the European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI) through which the Investment Plan for Europe is
being deployed by the European Commission and the EIB Group.
The agreement will provide BGK with a counter-guarantee allowing the
organisation to support PLN 1,000 million (ca. EUR 250 million) of loans
to SMEs in Poland over the next two years. The loans will be provided
without hard collateral thanks to a 80% guarantee which in turn is
backed by a counter-guarantee from the EIF, provided under the COSME
programme with financial backing from the Commission. The agreement
will make it possible for BGK to launch a new guarantee product and to
support additional financing without requiring hard collateral (e.g.
mortgage) at favourable conditions to approximately 5,000 SMEs.
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Who can contact EIAH for support?
Managing Authorities

Private companies

Public companies
Municipalities

EIAH
Public authorities

Member States

National Promotional
Banks & Institutions

Financial
Intermediaries
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What type of support is available?
TYPE OF SUPPORT

DESCRIPTION

PROGRAMMES

Support for projects and
investments

Advisory and technical support in
identification, prioritisation, preparation,
structuring and implementation of
investment projects

JASPERS, ELENA, EPEC,
Implementation support
programmes

Enhance use of EU funds

Advisory and capacity building support in
the implementation of ESIF financial
instruments

fi-compass, bilateral services
to Managing Authorities

Access to finance

Enhancement of the overall conditions for
financing for public and private
beneficiaries

Innovation Finance Advisory

Access to the expertise of
the Hub’s local partners

Advisory and technical support from the
Hub’s local network

Access to new advisory
services

Continuous development of the Hub’s
advisory offer to address unmet needs

A 360 degrees advisory offer
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FAQs about EIAH
What is the geo scope of the
Hub?

The European Union

Is the Hub linked to EFSI
projects only?

No, support will not be limited to projects to be
financed by EFSI (and/or the EIB)

Does the Hub provide
financing?

No

Who concretely delivers the
advisory support provided via
the Hub?

Experts of the Hub, its partner institutions
and/or appointed external consultants

Is the support provided via the
Hub free of charge?

Does the Hub have local
offices?

In most cases, yes. A contribution may be
requested from certain private beneficiaries in
order to align interests and ensure ownership of
results
Currently the Hub operates mainly via the EIB
headquarter in Luxembourg and its local offices. A
network of local partner Institutions is being
35
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Would you like to know more about EIAH?
Consult the Hub’s
advisory offer

www.eib.org/eiah

Request support from the
Hub

www.eib.org/eiah/contact

Contact the Hub for more
info

eiah@eib.org
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European Investment Project Portal
•

Bridge between EU's investment opportunities and
potential investors.

•

A web portal enables EU-based project promoters (public
authorities, private, PPP) to share their investment
proposals seeking external financing, in a transparent
way.

•

Investors can search for opportunities across Europe
(size, sector, geography).

•

Effective form of presenting new project ideas to the
market (G20/ OECD experience).
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Complementarities
between

European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI)
and

European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF)

Stefan APPEL
Head of Unit, DG REGIO

5/10/2015

Financial instruments 2014-2020

Research,
Development
Innovation
Growth, Jobs
and Social
Cohesion

Infrastructure

Centrally managed by COM
(Financial Regulation)

Shared Management with MS
(Common Provisions Regulation)

Horizon 2020
InnovFin (Equity and Risk Sharing
Instruments)

Instruments under
Structural and Cohesion
Funds

Competitiveness &
SME (COSME)
Equity & guarantees

Creative Europe
Guarantee Facility

Social Change
& Innovation

Erasmus for all
Guarantee Facility

 Contribution to EU level
(central management)

 National/regional
instruments (shared
management)
 Off-the shelf FIs

Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
Risk sharing (e.g. project bonds) and equity
instruments

 Tailor made FIs
Significantly higher amounts
expected than in current MFF!

REGIO Contribution to EC Priorities

1. A new boost for jobs, growth and
investment
2. A connected Digital Single Market
3. A resilient Energy Union with a
forward-looking climate change
policy
4. A deeper and fairer Internal Market
with a strengthened industrial base.
5. Economic & Monetary Union

Funding investment
EUR 351 billion cohesion policy
- EUR 287 billion ERDF+Cohesion Fund
At least doubling the use of financial
instruments
From EUR 12bn to EUR 30bn
Currently at approx. EUR 23bn
Ex-ante conditionalities
482 action plans e.g. small business, public
procurement, next generation access, energy
efficiency, administrative capacity

6. Free Trade with US
7. Justice
8. Migration

Input to the European Semester
Support for structural reforms
Macro-economic conditionality

9. Global actor
10. Democratic change

Better regulation

Simplification
Territorial / Urban impact assessment

European Regional Development Fund
and

Education
• Programming period 2014-2020

 Ex-ante conditionalities
Strategic policy framework to reduce early
school leaving
National or regional strategic policy
framework for increasing tertiary education
attainment

European Regional Development Fund
and

Education
 Thematic Objective 10
Investing in education, training and vocational
training for skills and lifelong learning by
developing education and training infrastructure

 Allocated amounts under Thematic Objective
10 (based on PA analysis)
 ERDF: EUR 5.4 billion
 all ESIF funds: EUR 27 billion

ESIF and EFSI (Investment Plan)
• ESIF are some EUR 450 bn (cohesion policy)
• EFSI shall mobilise EUR 315 bn in 3 years (15x
leverage), under an EU guarantee of EUR 21
bn, implemented via two components:
• an Infrastructure and Innovation Window (IIW)
through EIB to support investments of EUR 240 bn
• an SME window (SMEW) through EIF to support
investments of EUR 75 bn
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Investment Plan for Europe

1. Mobilise finance for
investment

European Fund for Strategic
Investment (EFSI)

Better use of ESI Funds
i.a. extensive use of financial
instruments

2. Make finance reach the real
economy

Technical Assistance

≥ EUR 315 bn
 Long-term investments
 SMEs and mid-cap firms
 COMPLEMENTARITY:
ESIF / EFSI
≥ EUR 20 bn additional
investment for 2015-2017
 SMEs
 Research
 Transport
 Environment
 JASPERS
 FI-Compass
(existing programmes under EIAH)

3. Improve investment
environment

Ex-ante Conditionalities

Financial Instruments (FI)
Doubling the use

Resource-efficient way of using EU budget funds to enable investment in
the economy
Through loans, guarantees, equity, venture capital, etc.

I N D I C AT I V E TA R G E T S
2014-2020
What's New?

 At least an overall doubling of the use of FI
(EUR 12bn to ± 30bn)

 Regulation: FI extended to
ALL thematic objectives and
all ESIF funds
 Additional support:
FI Compass - advisory
service
"Off-the Shelf" Instruments

 Increased leverage effect

EFSI features
• EFSI is not a financial instrument (as per CPR)
• EFSI has its own governance: Steering Board (3
EC + 1 EIB) and Investment Committee
(independent entity granting the EU guarantee)
• Advice to project promoters will be provided
through a dedicated advisory hub (EIAH)
• EFSI has no geographical or sectorial
allocations
• EFSI, through EIB, will support high risk profile
projects or projects bringing additionality

ESIF-EFSI complementarities
• Legal bases of both ESIF and EFSI allow for
contributions to support each other's objectives
(complementarity element)
• Their combination is also possible: at project
level, financial instrument level and through
investment platforms
• Implementation process has to respect applicable
rules (CPR v EFSI Regulation)
• State aid rules apply on a case-by-case basis
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National Promotional Banks (NPBs)
• NPBs are entities mandated by Member States to
carry out development or promotional activities
• NPBs hold a significant financing and advisory
role in their constituencies – they "know" the
local projects
• 9 Member States already committed participation
under EFSI, most through NPBs
• NPBs may also receive EIB or other support
• NPBs' participation mode to be defined with EIB
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Investment Platforms (IPs)
• IPs are ad hoc vehicles by which financing is
channelled to projects
• IPs may be set up through various legal structures
(SPVs, managed accounts, other arrangements)
• They can have a geographical, product, sectorial
dimension
• IPs may also receive EIB or other support (Member
State, private investors)
• EIB participation mode in IPs to be defined
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ESIF and EFSI combination

Examples

ESIF and EFSI combination –
Project level

ESIF and EFSI combination –
Project level

ESIF and EFSI combination –

Financial instrument/investment platform level

ESIF and EFSI combination –

Financial instrument/investment platform level

ESIF and EFSI combination –
SME products

Useful links
• http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy
• www.fi-compass.eu
• www.eib.org (information on Investment Plan, EFSI,
EIAH, application process etc.)

• www.eif.org
• www.access2finance.eu
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Thank you for your attention!

